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Although app developers are responsible for protecting users’ privacy, this task can be very challenging. In this paper, we
present Coconut, an Android Studio plugin that helps developers handle privacy requirements by engaging developers to
think about privacy during the development process and providing real-time feedback on potential privacy issues. We start by
presenting new findings based on a series of semi-structured interviews with Android developers, probing into the difficulties
with privacy that developers face when building apps. Based on these findings, we implemented a proof-of-concept prototype
of Coconut and evaluated it in a controlled lab study with 18 Android developers (including eight professional developers).
Our study results suggest that apps developed with Coconut handled privacy concerns better, and the developers that used
Coconut had a better understanding of their code’s behavior and wrote a better privacy policy for their app. We also found
that requiring developers to do a small amount of annotating work regarding their apps’ personal data practices during the
development process may result in a significant improvement in app privacy.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Privacy has become a growing concern with today’s smartphone apps, and the need for developers to protect
users’ privacy has become more urgent with the advent of new privacy regulations, such as the EU General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). However, developers still face many challenges in handling privacy, which
has resulted in many apps using sensitive personal data in a problematic manner [5, 17, 58]. Prior research has
identified various causes of this misbehavior. For example, copying-and-pasting can be convenient, but can
also introduce security bugs [18]. Unusable documentation and guidelines result in a lack of awareness and
understanding of recommended security practices [3]. Poorly designed security and personal data APIs may incur
extra overhead to conform to the principles of data privacy [2, 24, 25, 31]. Perhaps most importantly, developers
usually treat privacy as a secondary concern [4, 8, 32], and have an incomplete understanding of what needs to
be considered regarding data privacy protection [21].
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Researchers and practitioners have developed a number of tools to promote secure coding [12, 33, 36, 48, 54].
However, there is currently little support to help developers in creating privacy-friendly apps. Specifically, how
to design usable tools to facilitate certain aspects of privacy (e.g. privacy notices, data retention, and data sharing)
has received little attention. Prior work suggests that these under-investigated aspects are indeed areas where
developers lack the most awareness and understanding [21].
Our overall goal is to create tools to help app developers manage the complex requirements for privacy,
especially for those who work independently or in a relatively small organization that cannot afford a privacy
team. We first conducted semi-structured interviews with nine Android developers to examine their understanding
of privacy and how they deal with privacy issues. Several of our findings echo those from prior work, such as
the tendency to de-prioritize privacy-related tasks and being unaware of the personal data automatically shared
with some third-party advertising libraries [9]. We also identified additional challenges that have not yet been
documented in existing literature. For example, developers may have inaccurate understanding of how their apps
handle personal data, due to frequent iterations of the app and lack of documentation in collaboration scenarios.

Fig. 1. The main features of Coconut. A: LocationAnnotation is a customized Java Annotation with certain fields (e.g.
“purpose”) that help developers describe how and why the object ‘location’ obtained from the “requestLocationUpdates” API
call is used. B: Coconut can give real-time feedback of potential privacy issues (highlighted in purple) and, in some cases,
offer a quick fix. Here, the quick fix makes it easy to change the code to only collect coarse-grained location data. C: Coconut
also uses these annotations to generate a summary of personal data practices in the app.

The findings from prior work and our interviews indicate the need for new mechanisms and tools to support
privacy when developing apps. Towards this end, we designed and implemented Coconut, an IDE plugin for
Android Studio, the most popular IDE for Android development. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of Coconut. Coconut
uses heuristics to detect code that handles personal data, and asks the developer to add an annotation that
describes how and why the personal data is used. Each annotation is a customized Java annotation of key-value
pairs, with keys predefined for the specific type of personal data used (see Figure 1A). While programming,
Coconut offers real-time feedback on potential privacy concerns by highlighting the annotation. In some cases,
Coconut can offer quick fixes that make it easy to directly adopt the recommended practice (see Figure 1B). Lastly,
all annotations are gathered in the “PrivacyChecker” summary panel, to facilitate review (see Figure 1C).
We conducted a between-subjects lab study with 18 Android developers to evaluate the usability and effectiveness of Coconut. The results suggest that Coconut could help developers deal with privacy issues from multiple
aspects, such as avoiding violations of privacy principles, gaining more knowledge in the apps’ behavior, and
providing better privacy notices to end users.
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This paper makes the following research contributions:
• We systematically examine developers’ understanding of privacy practices through a series of semistructured interviews. Our results helped us identify common misconceptions and difficulties with privacy.
• We present the design and implementation of Coconut, an Android Studio plugin for privacy, which nudges
developers to think about privacy while programming, improves developers’ understanding of the app’s
personal data use, increases developers’ knowledge of alternative options to achieve a better trade-off for
privacy, and motivates developers to search and learn about privacy.
• We present the results of our lab studies of Coconut. Our results show that developers using Coconut can
build more privacy-preserving apps, gain a better understanding of how their app handles personal data,
and write better privacy notices for users. We also observed other privacy challenges, such as developers
inadvertently introducing privacy issues while tweaking their code for some functionality to work.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Demystifying Android Developers’ Misbehaviors Related to Privacy
To provide proper developer support, we need to understand what accounts for common privacy issues in the
Android ecosystem. Research on this topic is growing, but is still at a relatively early stage and shows a strong
bias towards security-related issues.
One fundamental issue relates to how much developers value privacy and how much they pay attention to it.
Prior work has found that developers may make design decisions that trade off privacy for better usability or for
features they would like to have [4, 8, 21, 32], which may be in contrast to users’ actual preferences for more
privacy guarantees [46]. Developers also feel that security is the responsibility of other parties [27, 44, 55], which
suggests that developers who work independently or in an organization that cannot afford a specialized security
team may pay less attention or have a harder time dealing with security issues.
Several researchers have investigated the gap between widely acknowledged principles for data privacy and
how developers actually understand privacy. Although most of this work looks at developers outside of Android,
the findings should be generalizable for our needs since the studies involved few platform-specific details. For
example, Hadar et al. found that developers hold a partial understanding of privacy, mostly limited to security
concerns, and the organizational privacy climate was an important factor playing into their perceptions of privacy
[21]. Sheth et al. found that developers preferred data anonymization to using privacy policies to reduce privacy
concerns, and there exists a large disparity between developers’ and users’ belief on the same issue [46]. This
body of work suggests many developers have a vague and incomplete understanding of what may raise users’
privacy concerns and what might actually compromise their privacy.
Some papers drill down into more technical details. One frequently reported issue was that developers may lack
knowledge of potential privacy invasions and corresponding coping strategies. For example, many developers are
not aware that some advertising and analytics third-party libraries automatically share users’ personal data with
service providers [9]. This is likely due to poor readability of the privacy policies of third-party services [8] and
insufficient exposure to privacy guidelines [9]. A number of papers studied the limitation of existing programming
models and developer support, such as program analyzers detecting security vulnerabilities [47, 52, 53], security
APIs / personal data APIs [2, 4, 24, 51], and official documentation / other information sources for security
[3, 4, 18]. However, most of this body of work focuses solely on security.
Understanding how developers comprehend privacy guidelines and how these principles influence implementation can be useful for informing the design of better developer tools. However, as noted earlier, current work
mostly focuses on security, and offers little insight about other aspects of privacy like data retention, purpose
limitation, and privacy notices. Towards this end, we conducted a series of semi-structured interviews with
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Android developers about their app development experiences, focusing on personal data practices. Our results
both echo findings from prior literature and provide new insights.

2.2

Developer Support for Privacy

Here, we review past work in developer support for privacy/security, focusing mostly on Android. We also discuss
some gaps in these tools.
2.2.1 Documentation and Tutorials for Privacy/Security. Developer support for educating developers of essential
privacy principles is primarily limited to privacy guidelines [7, 14, 22, 38–42, 49] or official documentation from
the platform [15]. Although they are carefully designed to be comprehensive and written in plain language,
Balebako et al. [9] found that developers still have a low awareness of them. Acar et al. [3] found that they were
harder to use than informal information sources such as QA sites. These sources are also highly distributed, with
advice spread out across many guidelines. Lastly, they tend to only offer high-level advice, such as only using
sensitive data when necessary, which may not be easy to apply concretely. These issues indicate the need for a
better form to educate developers of these privacy principles in practice.
2.2.2 Static Analyzers for Privacy/Security. Several program analyzers have been built to detect security
vulnerabilities for Java and Android [11, 34, 35, 43]. However, past work found a lack of adoption of these
analyzers [52, 53], suggesting that perceived importance of security and visibility of peer developers using these
tools are important factors influencing adoption. Furthermore, these analyzers are mostly used by security experts
rather than normal developers [50], echoing past findings that some developers tend to treat security (and likely
privacy as well) as the responsibility of specialized teams [27, 44, 55]. There are also information flow analyzers
which can detect malicious or unwanted information leaks from an app [6, 17, 20, 30, 37]. However, it is currently
unclear how to map these leaks to specific privacy risks, let alone helping developers mitigate those risks.
2.2.3 IDE-Level Support for Privacy/Security. There are some existing IDE plugins for detecting security
vulnerabilities in Android [1, 23, 36, 54], which can offer developers real-time feedback on security issues as they
are coding, and in some cases even provide developers with a direct solution to fix the problem. There is also some
IDE-level support for other privacy-related issues. For example, Android Lint tries to mitigate over-privileged data
tracking behaviors by detecting hardware identifier usage, and suggests alternative and more privacy friendly
choices like advertising ID or instance ID [1]. However, the amount of IDE-level support to help developers
handle other privacy-related issues is much more limited than security issues.
2.2.4 Support for Enforcing Privacy Policy Compliance. Researchers have investigated how to automate compliance checking of privacy policies, much of which relies on manual review. For example, Bing has an internal
system[45] that can automatically check code compliance with privacy policies. Researchers have also looked at
new programming models for enforcing privacy policies by factoring out specification of security and privacy
concerns from the rest of the program [56, 57]. In this line of work, privacy is handled in a top-down approach,
with privacy policies first specified and then enforced in the implementation. In contrast, we tackle this problem
in a bottom-up way, asking developers to think about and annotate essential information about privacy practices
when constructing code. Our evaluation suggests our tool may also help developers make privacy policies.
2.2.5 Support for Creating Privacy Policies. Privacy policies are required by some laws and by some app stores.
Developers can use online privacy policy generators (e.g., freeprivacypolicy.com, generateprivacypolicy.com,
appprivacy.net) to make privacy policies for their apps. These generators typically step developers through a
series of questions, which are often too coarse to capture enough details of the personal data use. Furthermore,
in our interviews we found that developers may not have an accurate and up-to-date understanding of their
apps’ data collection behaviors, suggesting that these tools may not be able to solicit reliable answers. Some
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Table 1. Privacy guidelines that we used to inform our interviews and the design of our tool. These guidelines discuss best
practices around user-facing notices and control for privacy, data collection, data transmission, and data retention.

Name of the privacy guidelines
California Attorney General Mobile Privacy Guide [22]
Article 29 Opinion on Apps (European Union) [42]
Future of Privacy Forum and the Center for Democracy & Technology (FPF-CDT) Best Practices [38]
GSM Association (GSMA) Mobile Privacy Principles [7]
National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) Short Form Notice [49]
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) Mobile Privacy Disclosures [14]
Office of the Privacy Commissioner (OPC) Good Privacy Practices (Canada) [40]
Office of the Australian Information Commissioner (OAIC) Mobile Practice Guide (Australia) [39]
Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) Privacy in Mobile Apps (UK) [41]
Android Best Practices for Permissions and Identifiers [15]
programming models [31] are specifically designed to streamline analyzing how personal data is processed,
which can be potentially used to help generate privacy policies. Our tool applies a similar idea by reminding the
developer to add annotations about how the personal data is used, which could be more accessible to developers
and may also promote the adoption of these privacy-friendly programming models.

3

BACKGROUND: PRIVACY PRINCIPLES FOR ANDROID DEVELOPERS

To ensure that our tool has the potential to tackle a comprehensive list of important privacy issues, we refer to
four core aspects of privacy concerns to guide the design of the interviews with developers and the design of
the tool. The four aspects were summarized from guidelines released by government, industry, and non-profit
groups [7, 14, 15, 22, 38–42, 49] (listed in Table 1).

3.1

User-Facing Notice, Consent, and Control for Privacy

Making sure users have a clear understanding of what data is stored, how it is used, and for what purposes
is the prerequisite for privacy-preserving personal data use. The regulations and guidelines usually include
requirements and recommended practices about providing effective privacy notices to users, acquiring informed
consent before using sensitive user data, and giving users proper control over their own data.

3.2

Data Collection

The key principles for data collection are purpose limitation and data minimization, meaning that user data
collection behaviors should only be for specified, explicit, and legitimate purposes, and that developers should
try to use the minimal amount of data to achieve their goal. Collecting the minimal amount of data is a multidimensional problem, including considerations of data granularity [31], access frequency, the visibility of collection
(in background or while in use), etc. Developers should also be cautious when handling personally identifiable
information (PII), especially when the collection behavior happens implicitly to end users, such as obtaining
hardware identifiers for data tracking purposes.

3.3

Data Transmission

There are several potential privacy risks when sensitive data egresses from a user’s device. Consequently, many
regulations and guidelines require encrypted transmission for such data. Developers should also be careful about
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data sharing practices when data is sent to third-party services. Sometimes data can be shared automatically
when using certain third-party libraries, which accounts for a large portion of data sharing in Android [13].

3.4

Data Retention

The privacy guidelines suggest that developers should minimize how long sensitive data is retained to achieve
their goals. Developers should consider defining a data retention period and deleting unused, old data. When
using third-party libraries, developers should pay attention to whether there is data collected from users that
may be retained on the library’s server and how the data retention policy is defined. Developers should not
keep non-anonymized data indefinitely and should provide users with choices to remove their data by implicitly
deleting their app/account or by supporting explicit data deletion requests.

4

SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS: UNDERSTANDING DEVELOPERS’ PRIVACY CHALLENGES

To inform the design of our tool, we first conducted a formative study with nine Android developers to understand
the following: how they manage privacy in practice when developing apps, their general understanding of privacy,
their mental models for some well-acknowledged data protection principles, and specific steps and practices used
for addressing privacy issues. Balebako et al. also conducted interview studies with mobile app developers to
study their privacy and security behaviors [9], which examined developers’ perceptions and behaviors regarding
privacy using high-level questions. In contrast, we inquired specifically about how apps that our participants had
recently developed used personal data, and mapped out these personal data practices to fundamental privacy
principles (summarized in Section 3) to identify misconceptions and incorrect behaviors for privacy.

4.1

Participants

We recruited nine Android developers via email, drawing on two sources. We first searched for developers who
had published apps on the Google Play store. To cover both developers who use personal data intentionally for
core functionality, or unintentionally via third-party libraries, we selected apps from the following categories:
social, productivity, weather, finance, and games. The first four categories usually involve the use of personal
data for core functionality, while the last category requires it less so. We focused on apps with a large user base
by setting a minimum threshold of 1000 installations. We acquired email addresses of participant candidates
from the contact information on Google Play, and then directly emailed about 10,000 developers. 34 people
signed up for the study, with 10 located in the US. Finally, five people successfully scheduled an interview session
with us. The other four interviewees were recruited using an email list of computer science students at our
university. Two had published apps on Google Play, while the remaining two had over 3 years of experience of
Android development. We interviewed local participants in-person and remote participants via the internet. All
participants were located in the US. The study was approved by our university’s IRB.
Table 2 shows the demographics of our participants. Our participants had diverse backgrounds, including
independent developers creating apps as a hobby, full-time Android developers in companies with several hundred
to several hundred million customers, researchers developing apps for their projects, and hackathon participants.
We also had some participants who had previously received formal training in privacy.

4.2

Methodology

The interview consisted of two parts. The first part asked general questions about their app development
experience, privacy training background, and perceptions about privacy. The second part focused on recent apps
(up to 3 apps) they had developed. Specifically, the experimenters asked whether certain categories of personal
data were acquired from these apps, and, if so, how. They were also asked what the rationale was for doing this.
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All participants first signed a consent form and were compensated with an Amazon giftcard for $20 for each hour
of the interview. Each interview was audio recorded and took around 1 hour to finish.
After briefly introducing our study goals and logistics, we asked developers about their Android development
background in general, e.g. “When did you start developing Android apps?”. We also asked questions specifically
about their understanding and training background in data privacy, e.g., “What is your understanding of protecting
users’ privacy?”, which helped us understand their attitudes towards privacy before being primed with any
privacy concepts and guidelines. To understand their knowledge about privacy protection, we asked whether
they knew about some important privacy guidelines, such as the FTC guidelines on mobile privacy disclosures
[14], and whether they have received any formal training in privacy. The complete questions are listed in the
interview scripts in Appendix A.
In the second part of the interview, we focused on their three most recently developed apps. We asked
participants about the functionality of the app and how it was developed. We were interested in whether the app
was developed independently or by a team, and how the team members collaborated. We further drilled down
into details about the personal data practices of these apps. We let the developers recall what personal data was
used in the app and how it was used. To help with the recall process, we showed them three lists of different
types of privacy-sensitive resources: PII data that usually needs to be directly solicited from users (e.g. credit card
information), unique identifiers that can be acquired programmatically (e.g. MAC address), and personal data
protected by the permission system (e.g. geographic location). The experimenter walked through every type
of personal data presented on these lists and asked the developer whether their apps used it. If the answer was
yes, the developer was then asked questions about the four core concepts discussed in Section 3, including “Did
you have a privacy policy for the app and how did you create the privacy policy?” (3.1), “What’s the purpose for
using the data?” (3.2), “Did you send them out of the phone?”, “Did you use any advertising or analytics third
party library such as AdMob, Flurry etc.?” (3.3), and “Did you store the data?” (3.4). The complete question list
can be found in the interview scripts in Appendix A.
We tried out the publicly available apps during the study to verify whether the actual behavior matched
the developer’s description. For example, a developer might mention that they created an in-app notice which
explained the data usage, but the notice did not show up when using the app. Once we identified such a mismatch,
we would further ask them about the reasons. For developers discovered on Google Play, we installed their apps
before the study. For other developers, we did so during the interview. We examined the list of permissions
requested by the app, which is displayed in the corresponding app description page on Google Play. If developers
asked for a permission but did not mention the corresponding data use in the interview, we would remind them
of it. Similarly, we also searched for whether there was a privacy policy linked in the app website or the app
description page on Google Play during the study, and checked whether their answer matched our observation.
The participants corrected themselves later when they recalled more details about the app, or gave an inconsistent
description about the same data practice. At this point, we would further ask them about the actual case and why
they gave the inaccurate description.

4.3

Data Analysis

One researcher transcribed and coded the data following a bottom-up, open coding approach, and held periodic
discussions with the rest of the research team. We were interested in two high-level topics: developers’ attitudes
towards privacy and the challenges developers faced in handling privacy. For the first question, we drew on
responses to the open-ended question, “What is your understanding of protecting users’ privacy?”, which was
asked up front before introducing any privacy principles to the developer. For the second topic, we analyzed the
discussion of their recently developed apps. While reviewing the transcripts, we identified challenges based on
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Table 2. Background information of interviewees regarding Android development (Since: the year our participant started
Android development; Google Play: whether the developer had published apps on Google Play Store; Purposes: the purposes
to develop the apps; Privacy training: whether the developer had received any formal training in privacy and what kind of
training; Team size: the number of Android developers in the team; ≥ SDK 23: whether the developer had developed apps for
versions ≥ SDK 23 (Android M), for which they need to handle requests to some dangerous permissions at runtime)

ID

Since Google Play

Purposes

Privacy training

Team size

≥ SDK 23

P1
P2
P3
P4

2012
2012
2013
2012

hobby, full-time
hobby, full-time
hobby, full-time
hobby, full-time

1 (hobby), 2
1 (hobby), 3
1 (hobby), 4
1 (hobby), 3

Y
Y
Y
N

P5
P6

2013 Y
2011 N

full-time
research

15
3

Y
N

P7

2011 N

1 (hobby), 4

N

P8

2008 Y

hobby,
hackathon
full-time

1

Y

P9

2008 Y

hobby

CITI Training for research
N
N
Master’s degree in information security
N
Training in handling user
data for research and job
Attended seminars on research in usable privacy
Worked specifically on privacy 4 years ago
N

1

N

Y
Y
Y
Y

two criteria. The first are difficulties that the developer explicitly mentioned when handling privacy. The second
are factors that could lead to violations of privacy guidelines but not explicitly mentioned by the developer.
We extracted quotes from the interview transcripts and looked for those that could be considered examples of
the two topics above. For developers’ attitudes toward privacy, we identified common themes from the quotes.
For analyzing the challenges, we first grouped the quotes based on the four concepts discussed in Section 3, then
combined them to generate the final privacy challenges.

4.4

Interview Results and Implications on the Design of Developer Tools for Privacy

In this section, we present what we learned from the interview about developers’ attitudes and the challenges
they face regarding privacy. Our findings shed light on how to design developer tools to promote privacy best
practices, and also lay a foundation for the design of Coconut. We conclude each finding with a brief discussion
on how to apply it to the design of a tool that tackles the corresponding issue.
4.4.1 Privacy Attitudes: Our Developers Do Care About Privacy, Though They May Only Hold a Partial Understanding of Privacy. We identified three types of attitudes towards privacy from our interview. The first type is
developers who explicitly or implicitly expressed the idea that developers are responsible for carefully handling
users’ sensitive data. For example, P6 treated privacy as “definitely something I consider important.” ; P8 mentioned
that “My apps are very privacy sensitive, so I try not to keep a lot of information ... From my perspective, I just want
to build the application that helps the user.” However, each of them only considered partial aspects of privacy, such
as collecting data only when users have fully consent to it (P1), preventing using identifiable information (P1),
minimizing data usage (P2, P6, P7, P8), or encrypting or obfuscating data before sending it out of the phone (P4,
P8). Besides, most participants have low awareness of privacy concerns related to data sharing and data retention.
The second type is developers who care about privacy but tend to only rely on external advice such as dedicated
teams on security/privacy or privacy requirements of the app store. This is similar to what has been identified in
[27, 44, 55]. P5 for example worked at a large company with a dedicated security team and hundred millions of
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customers. He said, “According to me, this whole logic was to abstract it (privacy), ... I mean that, there is a different
security team in the company, so it’s their job to do this.” Interestingly, he also mentioned that the security team’s
late notice of changing HTTP to HTTPS caused some extra overhead, which could be avoided if privacy/security
were taken into consideration in advance: “... what we did was we implemented HTTPS, but the app got slower. And
all the product managers told us that you could not release this because the app was slower compared to previous
versions, so we had to make different optimizations in other parts of the application in order to counter that.”
The third type is developers who have a passive attitude towards privacy and lack motivation in protecting
privacy. For example, P3 commented that he was motivated to explicitly inform users about how the personal data
is used only when forced to do so: “If you can make tool with as little information about the user explicitly asked,
the better, because most people don’t like to give out a lot of information, especially if it’s not a trusted developer.”
The lack of consideration for privacy and the incomplete understanding of different aspects of privacy suggest
that developers may need to be better educated about privacy. It also suggests that developer tools for privacy
should help developers handle privacy in a systematic way, which provides a broad coverage of different aspects
of privacy and the corresponding privacy issues.
4.4.2 Inaccurate Understanding of App Behaviors Creates Hurdles to Making Appropriate Privacy Notices.
Knowing what data one’s app uses and how it is used is a prerequisite for providing users with accurate and
helpful privacy notices. However, we observed that 5 participants’ responses about their data practices were
inconsistent with the actual case. Three potential causes emerged. First, developers did not have sufficient
knowledge in how some system and third-party APIs worked, especially the underlying data collection behaviors
of third-party libraries. Second, developers were unable to keep up with the implementation details of the latest
app versions, due to fast iterations. For example, developers might collect more data because of a new feature,
or remove some data collection behaviors because the feature did not work out or they did not need the data
anymore. The third reason is team dynamics. The members of a development team vary, and new members need
to be onboarded about existing data practices. Similarly, when someone leaves the team, it may be a problem if
what that person knows is not well documented. As such, a developer tool can mitigate this issue by explicitly
informing developers of what data is obtained from API calls, automatically tracking data practices across multiple
versions, and presenting the data practices as an alternative to manually maintained documentation.
4.4.3 Lacking Knowledge of Feasible, Less Privacy Invasive, Alternatives. Managing privacy often involves
tradeoffs with app functionality, usability, and performance. However, while sometimes there are less privacyinvasive alternatives, such as using a randomized ID rather than a MAC address, they are not used due to lack of
developer awareness. For example, 7 participants stored data with a unique identifier or other PII such as email
address or user name. Three used hardware identifiers such as Android ID, IMEI, or Bluetooth MAC address.
Using hardware identifiers for tracking purposes is privacy invasive if the data is leaked since it is persistent
and can be linked to a specific user/device. In fact, we found that developers did not really need to use these
hardware IDs, and were oblivious to their privacy ramifications and unaware of better alternatives.
As such, another useful feature for a developer tool is to proactively remind them of privacy-preserving
alternatives that can achieve similar goals.
4.4.4 Privacy Is Treated as a Secondary Task. Our results are consistent with prior work which demonstrated
that developers tended to consider privacy as less critical than other factors such as usability [4, 8, 32]. For
example, P3 told us that his app would pop up its own alert dialog explaining how it would use the permission to
obtain data and for what purposes. However, when we tested the app, it did not show such an alert dialog along
with the permission request. Later he explained that another feature for a fast release was given priority ahead of
privacy considerations, delaying the in-app privacy notice implementation.
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To address this issue, a developer tool should be able to keep track of what tasks for privacy have not been
completed yet, and support privacy task management and reminder at the appropriate timing.
4.4.5 Developers May Lack Motivation for Privacy When There Are Few Constraints in What They Can Do.
Developers are susceptible to ignoring privacy issues when the design of the programming model lacks sufficient
constraints. Android’s ‘identity’ permission lets developers programmatically get information related to users’
identity, such as account name and email address. However, since multiple data items are controlled by one
permission, developers can also use the information that they do not need once users grant the permission.
Participants P3 and P6 said that they collected and stored account name and email address information when
they only needed the latter. Besides, a developer might request a permission for one purpose but use it for other
purposes because they feel these features are hard to justify, such as for a potential future project (P5). As another
example, some sensitive data is not protected by permissions in some versions of Android, such as IP address
and some device IDs like Android ID, so developers may be less motivated to constrain the use of such data or
explain it to the user.
It is important to prevent apps from being over-privileged in terms of privacy when the system-level constraints
are too coarse or even non-existent. One possible direction that has been explored in recent work is to design
better programming models [31]. However, there are often multiple APIs to obtain the same user data and
developers can choose to use other APIs regardless. We believe that adding suitable privacy support to the
developer tools themselves can help with this issue. For example, a developer tool can detect the use of APIs that
access personal data, and remind developers to only use data needed for legitimate purposes.

5

DESIGN OF COCONUT: AN IDE PLUGIN FOR PRIVACY

The goal of Coconut is to get developers to think about privacy and make it a natural part of their app development
process. We decided to build our tool as an IDE plugin, thereby enhancing the Android Studio development
environment already familiar to, and used by, all developers. We first present a hypothetical use case of our tool,
and then describe the design of the plugin along with our design rationale.

5.1

Coconut Use Case

Here, we present a fictional scenario to help illustrate how Coconut can help developers write privacy-preserving
apps. Ann is developing a run tracking app, and a core feature of this app is to render the current route on the
screen in real time, and then upload the route to the remote server database, where it is backed up.
When collecting location data for rendering the route on the map, a ‘@LocationAnnotation’ is needed to describe
how and why the location data is used (see Figure 2). Ann decides to use the ‘requestLocationUpdates’ among
the series of native ‘LocationManager’ APIs. After writing the API call in the Android Studio IDE, Coconut uses
simple heuristics to detect this API, and requests the developer add a ‘@LocationAnnotation’ annotation to the
returned location object. (Figure 2a). Ann uses a quickfix to automatically generate an annotation skeleton with
several fields (i.e. ‘dataType‘, ‘frequency‘) automatically filled in based on the parameters in the API call (i.e.
‘GPS_PROVIDER’, min time and distance interval for location updates), while other fields that can not be inferred
from the code need to be filled manually. Ann then inspects each of them and fills them out one by one. When
she is not sure about what she is supposed to put in a particular field (e.g. ‘visibility’), she just hovers on the
field name to read a further explanation in the tooltips (Figure 2b).
Filling out the annotation gets Ann to think through this use of location data. She first examines the collection
of predefined purposes and picks ‘LocationPurpose.map_and_navigation’ for her case. She then elaborates a
bit more about this purpose in the field ‘purposeDescription’. During this process, she is reminded to check that
she has a legitimate purpose to collect location data. When it comes to ‘visibility’, she considers for a while and
decides that the data is only needed when the user is using the app, so she opts for ‘Visibility.WHILE_IN_USE’.
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(a) When the location API is detected, the plugin requires an annotation of the corresponding data
type attached to the returned location data.

(b) Coconut offers a quickfix to generate a skeleton annotation with some fields auto-filled based on
code analysis. This example shows the result after applying the quickfix. An explanation of the field
is displayed when hovering on the field name.

(c) Potential privacy issues are defined as a warning and highlighted in purple. Where possible,
quickfixes are provided so that developers can apply another option with one click if they think it is a
better fit for their purposes.
Fig. 2. Building a run tracking and mapping app with Coconut: When collecting location data for rendering the route on the
map, a ‘@LocationAnnotation’ annotation is needed to describe how and why the location data is used.

After resolving all “errors” marked with a squiggly red underline, she attends to the warning at the value
‘LocationDataType.FINE_GRAINED_LATITUDE_LONGITUDE’ highlighted in purple (Figure 2c). Before reading
this tooltip, she has a rough idea that she can collect fine-grained location because the ‘ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION’
permission is requested, but she does not know the exact accuracy of “fine-grained location”, or what other
accuracy is available in Android. After exploring the quickfixes for this warning, she learns more about the
alternatives and finally decides to stick with the original choice because it best fits her purpose.
When sending the routes to the remote server, a ‘@NetworkAnnotation’ annotation is needed to describe how the
data is transmitted from the phone, along with other annotations (the ‘@LocationAnnotation’) that describe what
personal data may leave the phone and for what purposes (see Figure 3). Ann starts to construct a network request to
send the routes aggregated from the location data to the remote server. Similar to the location API in the previous
example, Coconut detects the network connection, and requires developers to add a ‘@NetworkAnnotation’ that
describes how data is transmitted out of the phone (Figure 3a). In addition, Coconut also requires Ann to annotate
what data may leave the phone at this point. Since this request contains location gathered previously, Ann just
reuses the prior annotation. The final result is presented in Figure 3b.
When writing the privacy policy for this app, Ann reviews personal data practices using the PrivacyChecker
window (see Figure 4). One month later, Ann finishes the app and plans to release it on the app store. The app
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(a) When network traffic is detected, the plugin requires a ‘NetworkAnnotation’ attached to the target
network request data.

(b) After completing all required annotations. NetworkAnnotation describes how the data is transmitted, other personal data annotation describes what data will leave the phone at this point.
Fig. 3. Building a run tracking and mapping app with Coconut: When sending the routes to the remote server, a ‘@NetworkAnnotation’ annotation is needed to describe how the data is transmitted out of the phone, along with other annotations
(e.g. the ‘@LocationAnnotation’) that describe what data may leave the phone at this point and what the purposes are.

Fig. 4. The developer can examine the global personal data practices using the PrivacyChecker window. Personal data
practices are categorized by data type and whether it leaves the internal runtime environment. All cells that display data use
instances are clickable and can help the developer navigate to the corresponding code snippet when they click on it.

store requires her to provide a privacy policy for her app. She starts looking at other apps’ privacy policies and
tries to adapt them to her app’s practices. During this process, she uses the PrivacyChecker tool window, which
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is a feature of Coconut that gathers all data practices from the annotations. By referring to the annotations, Ann
can precisely describe how personal data is used for the current version of the app, including how the location
data is collected for tracking running routes and how data is sent over the network for backup purposes.

5.2

Designing Coconut to Promote Privacy-Preserving Personal Data Use

Above, we described how an Android developer can use Coconut across the entire development process to gain a
better understanding of app behavior, learn about potential privacy issues and better choices, and manage data
practices. Next, we detail the design of the main features and explain the underlying design rationale.
5.2.1 Coconut Requires the Developer to Annotate Personal Data Practices in a Pre-Defined Format. Privacy
annotation is a key feature of Coconut (e.g. the ‘@LocationAnnotation’ and ‘@NetworkAnnotation’ in Figure
3b). To implement this concept, we use Java Annotations1 , a form of syntactic metadata in Java. Coconut has two
major kinds of annotations, namely ‘source annotations’ like ‘@LocationAnnotation’, and ‘sink annotations’
like ‘@NetworkAnnotation’. Using these two types of annotation, developers can track how personal data flows
within an app. More specifically, the source annotation specifies where the personal data is acquired, and the sink
annotation specifies where it leaves the app. Since developers are likely to have an incomplete understanding of
privacy as discussed in Section 4.4.1, we draw on previous research in data privacy modeling [26, 28] to design
the fields for each type of annotation, so that they cover important aspects of data privacy that are supposed to
be described in the privacy policy. Coconut runs code inspection continuously in the background. If a relevant
API call is detected and the corresponding annotation is missing, it is treated as a “missing-annotation error”,
and the API name will be marked with the same indicator of compile error in Android Studio (i.e. a red squiggly
underline) to inform developers that this is a required task.

Fig. 5. The entire @UniqueIdentifierAnnotation is automatically generated because Coconut is pre-programmed with the
implicit data collection behavior of Google AdMob library.

5.2.2 Coconut Helps Generate Annotations and Checks the Consistency Between Annotation and Code Using
Code Analysis. To reduce cognitive load when annotating personal data practices, and to mitigate errors in
annotation due to carelessness or misconception of how the API works, Coconut analyzes the code and infers the
value of certain fields of an annotation or even the entire annotation. For example, the ‘datatype’ field in Figure
2b and the entire ‘@UniqueIdentifier’ annotation in Figure 5 are automatically generated. In addition, Coconut
also automatically locates the object that contains the personal data which the annotation should be attached to.
Additionally, if there is a discrepancy between the value of these fields in the annotation and the behavior of
the code, Coconut will report an “annotation-code inconsistency warning” and highlight the corresponding field
name in red. We use a different color than normal warnings in Android Studio and other types of warnings in
Coconut, so that developers can establish a mapping in their mental model between the color and the type of
issue. This feature helps developers stick to the most updated and accurate understanding of their apps’ behavior,
which addresses the problem discussed in Section 4.4.2.
1 https://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/java/annotations/
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5.2.3 Coconut Provides Real-Time Feedback on Potential Privacy Issues. Coconut offers a “privacy-concern
warning” when any potential violation of privacy principles is detected (e.g. network traffic not encrypted; using
hardware identifier when not necessary; collecting user data for purposes that may not be clear to users), or
when the developer may not know that there exists less privacy-invasive approaches to achieve similar goals
(e.g. changing parameters to get coarse-grained data when high accuracy is not needed; using APIs designed for
privacy [31]). The corresponding field value is highlighted in purple to notify the developer.
To address the issue of developers not being able to balance the trade-off between privacy and other factors
(discussed in Section 4.4.3), Coconut provides developers with alternative recommendations in the tooltips. If
possible, we also provide quickfixes that can directly apply the recommended change in the code. As a result,
developers’ awareness of alternatives increases, so that they can make more informed design decisions. The
quickfix feature may also lower the threshold for adopting recommended practices.
5.2.4 Coconut Gathers Personal Data Practices in One Place to Facilitate Review. Coconut offers PrivacyChecker,
a tool window that gathers all the personal data practices described by the annotations. It displays the data used
internally and the data that may leave the the internal runtime environment in separate panels, and categorizes
them by personal data types (See Figure 4).
The content in the panel is constructed dynamically, so the developer will always have a clear understanding
in the personal data practices of a certain version. Developers can also review what privacy issues still exist based
on unresolved Coconut “privacy-concern warnings” (related to the problem discussed in Section 4.4.4).

5.3

Implementation

We built a proof-of-concept prototype of Coconut, which consists of two parts: an Android Studio plugin and a
privacy annotation support library. The plugin was developed using the IntelliJ Platform SDK2 . We use this SDK
to monitor API usage by capturing file changes in the IDE in real-time, to inform developers of privacy errors and
warnings by registering errors/warnings using code inspection APIs, to generate pre-filled annotation skeleton
and fix privacy issues by manipulating the code via the syntax tree, and to present the personal data use in the
app in a tool window. The version for our lab study comprises 7770 lines of Java code, most of which is used for
establishing the basic framework and handling the user interface.
The current implementation supports analyzing a selected group of system APIs and third-party libraries that
use personal data (listed in Appendix D Table 8). The scope was determined with the goal of providing sufficient
flexibility in the programming tasks of our lab study (described in Section 6.2). Given the current framework, this
list can be easily extended. Recent research has demonstrated the long-tail distribution in the usage of third-party
libraries [13], which suggests that it is feasible to cover a wide range of personal data collection behaviors caused
by third party libraries. There are always-running threads that monitor the use of these APIs. When a target API
is detected, the system will infer the target location of annotations for this API, check if all required annotations
are provided, valid, and consistent with the actual code behavior, and also check for other potential privacy issues.
The privacy errors and warnings and the automatic quickfixes provided by Coconut are presented in Table 3.
Privacy annotations are customized Java annotations, which need to be predefined in Coconut’s privacy
annotation support library. We list the definitions of annotations that our current implementation supports in
Appendix D Table 7. The source and sink annotation annotate the code when the data is acquired and when it
leaves the app. The third-party lib annotation is used to specify some configurations not defined in the code.
For example, AdMob offers developers a web-based management system to specify whether the location-based
advertising service is enabled. And we request the developer to also specify the same thing in the annotation so
that Coconut can correctly infer the code behavior.
2 https://www.jetbrains.org/intellij/sdk/docs/welcome.html
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Table 3. Privacy issues that can be detected in the current proof-of-concept prototype for the lab study. These issues are
detected by combining the code analysis and the annotations completed by the developer. Automatic quickfixes are also
provided for developers, which can be applied with one click.

Severity

Privacy issue

Error

Missing valid The required annotation is not attached to the
annotation
target variable, or when the annotation is not
completed with valid values
Inconsistent
The values in the annotation are inconsistent
annotation
with what is speculated from the code. For
example, such a warning will be generated if
the user specifies PRIVATE_ACCESS in the
Storage annotation while Coconut finds the
data is actually stored in the public area by
analyzing the API parameters.
Potential
The current data collection does not match
violation
the best practice for the purpose specified by
of
purpose the developer. For example, such a warning
limitation
will be generated if the user collects a hardware ID (e.g. MAC address) for tracking user
behavior within the app.
Implicit data The
visibility
is
specified
as
collection that IN_BACKGROUND in the correspondmay not be ing source annotation, or the background
expected by data collection is initiated by a third-party
users
library whose behavior is already known

Warning

Warning

Warning

5.4

Explanation

How to fix
Coconut can generate pre-filled
annotation skeletons
Coconut can automatically modify the annotation to match the
actual code behavior or automatically modify the API call to adapt
to the value specified in the annotation
Coconut can automatically modify the code to acquire a UID that
fits the purpose specified by the
developer best
The tooltip of the warning reminds the developer to provide
explicit explanation of this data
collection behavior in the privacy
notice for users.

Pilot Study and Feedback

During the development process of Coconut, we solicited early feedback from six developers to improve usability.
We accepted suggestions we felt were feasible for the first prototype of Coconut. For example, we observed
that developers tended to quickly test how to use new APIs. However, an error that prevents compilation (e.g. a
missing or incomplete annotation) made it harder to just try out an API. Consequently, we updated Coconut to
let developers temporarily ignore annotation compile errors. However, missing annotations still appear as errors,
and need to be addressed before building the final app, because we still treat these annotations as a requirement.

6 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
6.1 Participants
To evaluate the usability and effectiveness of Coconut, and to gain a better understanding of how developers
handle users’ personal data with and without our tool, we conducted a series of in-lab studies with 18 participants
from March to May 2018. Our participants were recruited from two sources. The first source was developers on
LinkedIn. We used "Android Developer" as a keyword and set the location filter to our local area to make sure
developers can come to our lab to participate in the study. We found 30 qualified candidates in total and then
contacted them using LinkedIn InMail. The second source was computer science students at our university. We
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Table 4. Background information of the lab study participants regarding Android development (yrs of exp: how many years of
experience do they have in Android development; active?: whether they were actively working on any Android development
project as a software developer; professional?: whether they had worked as a professional Android developer; all apps: how
many Android apps they had developed; playstore apps: how many apps were published on the Google Play store; made
privacy policy?: whether they had the experience in making privacy policies.)

ID

yrs of exp

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9

active?

professional?

all apps

playstore apps

4
2.5
3
4
2
4
1
1
1

>5
3
3
4
>5
>5
3
3
3

3
1
3
2
3
8
0
0
0

4
1
4
3
1
1
4
2.5
2

>5
2
>5
3
1
3
3
3
3

4
0
12
1
1
0
0
1
2

made privacy policy?

posted an advertisement in a related Facebook group and email lists, and also put up physical posters for this
study in our school. The study was approved by our university’s IRB.
Among the 18 participants (14 males, 4 females), 8 self-identified as professional Android developers. All
participants were over 18 years old and were familiar with using Android Studio. We used a between-subjects
design, with a control group (not using the plugin) and an experimental group (using the plugin). We controlled
the number of professional Android developers to be the same in each group. Both groups had an average of 2.5
years of Android development experience. Participants in the experimental group published an average of 2.3
apps on Google Play Store, and the control group 2.2. See Table 4 for more information.

6.2

Study Task Design

Study participants were asked to complete two programming tasks: a warm-up task and a main task. The warm-up
task helped participants get familiar with the programming environment, and also served as a reference of their
expertise in developing Android apps that handle personal data. In the warm-up task, developers needed to
handle a run-time permission request for location, collect the actual location data, and display the current latitude
and longitude on the main UI.
When designing the main task, we focused on three key aspects: the feasibility of finishing it within a limited
amount of time, the scope of the privacy principles it can cover, and the ecological validity of the use cases. The
high-level goal of the main task was to build a weather app. We drew on a widely-used feature in popular weather
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apps such as The Weather Channel3 and AccuWeather4 , which is to provide location-based weather information.
Multiple privacy principles should be considered here. First, the granularity of location should be subject to the
purpose of getting weather information, which does not need to be very precise (purpose limitation). Second, the
app needs to send the location data to a third-party weather provider service to get the weather information,
which entails data sharing practices for the core functionality of the app and should be clearly conveyed to
the users in advance, to conform to the privacy principles about providing privacy notices, especially for data
practices that may be implicit to end users.
In addition to the core functionality, we also included some requirements for monetization and analytics. These
are common purposes for using personal data, but fewer end users are aware of them, which may lead to privacy
concerns. For app monetization, we asked developers to integrate a banner ad using Google’s AdMob library,
which is the most popular advertising library on the market. Prior research has demonstrated that using these
libraries can cause severe privacy concerns because they can collect users’ location data in the background when
the location permission is granted, which most users and developers are not aware of [9]. For analytics, we asked
developers to store the location data locally and assume it would be used for analyzing users’ location history.
Since location history can disclose sensitive information about a person, it should be stored securely. We also
required developers to collect a unique identifier for the user and to store it with the location data. The selection
of a unique identifier affects whether the personal data is properly anonymized, and is also subject to the purpose
limitation principle. The final result of the main task is presented in Figure 7.
For both the warm-up and main task, developers were free to choose any system APIs and parameters to
use for collecting location data, generating/acquiring the unique identifier, and storing the data. We provided
skeleton code that handled things not related to the focus of this study, such as updating the UI and initiating the
network request to the weather web API5 , to save time and let participants focus on privacy.

6.3

Study Procedure

The study lasted for 1.5 to 2 hours. All participants came to our lab. We provided them with a laptop (Mac OS or
Windows based on their preferences) and an Android phone for development and testing. Both Android Studio
IDE and our Coconut plugin were installed. This study follows a between-subjects design. Both groups did the
warm-up task without the plugin enabled, and only the experimental group had the plugin enabled for the plugin
training process and the main task. Participants were compensated with a $75 Amazon gift card.
After introducing the study goals and logistics, both groups started with the warm-up task, which required them
to obtain the current latitude-longitude location data and display it on the screen. Both groups had 40 minutes
for the warm-up task. The warm-up task was designed to familiarize the participants with the development
environment. It is also designed to compare the performance of the two groups when both in the control condition.
Next, the experimenter walked participants in the experimental group through a tutorial of our Coconut plugin,
which used the same fictional use case in Section 5.1. The experimenter explained the semantics of the source and
sink annotations, explained the meaning of each field of the annotations involved in this example, showed how to
expand the field definition tooltip by hovering on the field name, and introduced the three types of feedback from
Coconut: “missing-annotation error”, “annotation-code inconsistency warning”, and “privacy-concern warning”.
The tutorial was always available to the user during the study. This training process was to familiarize them with
programming with Coconut, especially the concept of annotations.
Then both groups were asked to complete the main task of building a weather app. Only the participants in the
experimental group had the plugin enabled. Both groups had one hour to work on the main task. We explicitly
3 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.weather.Weather

4 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.accuweather.android
5 api.openweathermap.org
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asked developers from both groups to imagine they were developing an app that would be used by real users and
to take privacy into consideration during the development process.
After finishing all programming tasks, we asked participants to fill out an exit survey that had three sections.
The first section asked them to write a privacy policy for the weather app they just built. When writing the
privacy policy, both groups could refer to the code they just wrote. The experimental group could also use the
PrivacyChecker to review their data practices, as documented in their annotations. The second section had some
factual questions about the personal data practices of their app. The experimental group had a third section
which solicited feedback about the Coconut plugin. The complete survey is provided in Appendix B.
Finally, the experimenter briefly interviewed the participants, asking about what considerations they had for
privacy when developing the app, what they thought about the plugin (only for the experimental group), and the
rationale behind some of their behaviors, such as ignoring web resources that contained more privacy-preserving
options, ignoring particular privacy errors/warnings or not addressing them properly, and not correctly answering
the factual questions in the exit survey. Notes were taken during the process.
The screens of the laptop and the Android phone were videotaped for later analysis, and no audio was recorded.
Screen recordings were played back to developers during the exit interviews to help prompt their memories.
During the study, developers could use any web resource. However, we required them to only use native APIs or
Google Play Service APIs when obtaining personal data due to the scope of APIs currently supported by Coconut.
In the training process, we would answer any question they had regarding the plugin. During the programming
tasks, we only answered clarification questions on task requirements, what they could do (such as which part of
the code they could change), and what resources they could use. If the participant did not successfully finish the
warm-up task within the specified time, we would offer hints on what they were doing wrong (for both groups)
afterwards. In this way, we could observe more use of Coconut in the experimental group during the main task
when ensuring both groups received the same amount of help.
During each session, one experimenter observed the participant and took notes. These notes include the actions
the developer took, the search queries they used, and the thoughts they expressed verbally. After the study, the
experimenter reviewed screen recordings to count the time spent on each task and subtask and document some
coding and information foraging behaviors.

6.4

Privacy Policy Evaluation Methodology

To avoid potential bias, we invited two external judges for evaluating the privacy policies created by participants,
as collected from the first section of the survey. One was a Ph.D. student studying usable privacy; the other was a
master’s student from a privacy engineering program and also had research experience in usable privacy.
We invited the judges to come to our lab for this evaluation session. During the session, all information
was presented to the judge in one spreadsheet. Data from the two conditions were aggregated and stripped of
any group information. We first introduced to them the expected personal data practices if the entire task was
completed, and presented all valid responses of privacy policies with a description of the actual behavior of
each app, since not all developers finished all task requirements. We created two different spreadsheets for these
judges. The responses and app behavior description in these two spreadsheets were the same, with the order
randomly shuffled to minimize any ordering bias.
We asked the judges to first skim through all of the responses and then came up with a set of criteria for
judging these blurbs of privacy policies. We relied on their expertise and did not give detailed instructions on how
to judge the quality of privacy policies. Judge 1 referred to the Fair Information Practices6 as the main criteria,
and also added two more requirements “providing true information” and “avoiding jargon” for evaluating the
truthfulness and readability of privacy policies. Judge 2 did not refer to any specific material. He considered
6 https://iapp.org/resources/article/fair-information-practices/
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requirements including “providing accurate description”, “providing useful information”, “using plain language”,
“explaining all data being collected in the app”, “specifying the purpose of using personal data”, “providing users
with ways to control data use”, “informing users of data sharing practices”. Overall, their standards for good
privacy policies almost overlapped. We asked the judges to assign the rating for each response from 1 to 10, with
1 being the worst quality and 10 the best, based on the rubrics they developed. They were also asked to think
aloud and explain the reason for each rating. The experimenter took notes in the meanwhile. The two judges
conducted the evaluation separately and independently.

6.5

Research Questions

Nudging developers to adopt better privacy practices while programming can be challenging. For example,
some developers may habitually ignore and fail to address warnings, and it is unclear whether developers can
understand the underlying privacy concerns when filling the annotations. As such, we aimed to examine the
overall effectiveness of Coconut using the following research questions:
• RQ1: Can Coconut help developers avoid more privacy violations?
• RQ2: Can Coconut help developers gain a better understanding of their app’s personal data practices
(RQ2.1) and write better privacy policies (RQ2.2)?
• RQ3: Do developers consider Coconut as useful and usable?
Previous studies on how developers think about and handle privacy mostly used retrospective inquiries. In
contrast, our lab study allowed us to closely observe how developers deal with privacy issues while programming.
Thus, we added a fourth research question:
• RQ4: What kind of challenges for privacy do developers face while programming and when they have been
primed with the notion of privacy in advance of the main task?

7 RESULTS
7.1 Results of the Warm-up and Main Task Completion Are Similar Between Two Conditions
We first present the results about task completion and the time spent on each task. Table 5 presents an overview
of how participants in the control and the experimental group performed in the warm-up task and the main task.
For those who completed the warm-up task, the average time for the control and the experimental group was
27 and 24 minutes respectively. For those who completed the main task, the average time for the control and
the experimental group was 41 and 47 minutes respectively. The average time spent on annotations (including
completing the annotation, reading the tooltips, attending to and resolving issues specified in the annotation)
was 10 minutes. The number of people who completed the main task was the same, while developers in the
experimental group spent slightly more time than those in the control group, possibly because of the extra cost
of annotation and the time spent on thinking about and dealing with privacy considerations. We will further
detail how developers perceive this cost in the following section as well as in the discussion section at the end.
The success rate of the warm-up task was similar across the two groups, which suggest the app development
expertise was well balanced. We did not expect the success rate of the warm-up task would be low, since
we pre-tested these tasks with a convenience sample of graduate students who had experience with Android
programming and mobile privacy. Our results suggest that obtaining location data, which includes requesting
location permission for the app, selecting the location API to use, and debugging, can be very challenging
for average developers. Note that the main task had a higher completion rate, because parts of the main task
overlapped with the warm-up task.
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Table 5. Overview of lab study results. C1-C9 are the nine participants in the control group, and E1-E9 the experimental
group using Coconut. Some developers did not complete all the tasks, denoted ‘–’. Practices better for privacy are in bold. The
meaning of each column are as follows. “warm-up”: time spent on warm-up task; “main”: time spent on main weather app;
“weather location”: granularity of location for weather info (fine-grained: about 10m accuracy, coarse-grained: about 100m);
“ad location”: granularity of location collected by AdMob library; “storage”: whether data stored locally is only accessible to
this app (private) or also other apps (public); “UID”: type of unique identifier in the weather app (GUID is custom globally
unique IDs. Google Instance ID and GUID are user-resettable, app-level unique identifiers which are recommended. Android
ID and Telephony ID are hardware identifiers in some versions of Android which are more privacy invasive. See more at [16])

ID

warm-up

main

weather location

ad location

storage

UID

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9

22’34”
19’54”
38’27”
–
–
–
–
–
–

32’25”
38’47”
37’30”
53’19”
–
–
–
–
44’19”

coarse-grained
fine-grained
fine-grained
fine-grained
coarse-grained
fine-grained
fine-grained
fine-grained
fine-grained

fine-grained
fine-grained
fine-grained
fine-grained
fine-grained
fine-grained
fine-grained
–
fine-grained

private
private
public
private
private
–
private
–
–

Google Instance ID
GUID
Android ID
GUID
–
pseudo UID
Telephony ID
–
GUID

E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9

15’14”
–
22’51”
25’27”
–
–
17’29”
38’58”
–

60’
–
30’34”
51’14”
–
–
34’29”
58’44”
–

fine-grained
coarse-grained
coarse-grained
fine-grained
fine-grained
coarse-grained
coarse-grained
coarse-grained
coarse-grained

fine-grained
coarse-grained
fine-grained
fine-grained
–
–
coarse-grained
coarse-grained
coarse-grained

private
–
private
private
–
–
private
private
private

GUID
–
GUID
GUID
–
–
Google Instance ID
GUID
–

7.2

Coconut Can Help Developers Write More Privacy-Preserving Code

Overall, the comparison between the two groups shows an improvement for privacy when using Coconut. More
developers using Coconut only collected coarse-grained location data for weather information, only shared
coarse-grained location data with the AdMob library, used private storage for sensitive personal data, and selected
the proper unique identifiers (Table 5).
We also examine why some developers using Coconut stayed with less optimal solutions, such as getting
fine-grained location data when the purpose did not require this level of accuracy. We observed that some
developers tended to ignore warnings. It could be that our choice of using different colors from normal warnings
in Android Studio led to developers not recognizing the warning. Participant E4 also mentioned that he did not
always trust the auto-generated annotation, and he would like to first manually verify them several times to
develop trust. This issue of trust was discussed further as one of the limitations of our methodology in Section 8.4.

7.3

Coconut Can Help Developers Better Understand an App’s Behavior

Table 6 presents the responses to the second section of our post-study survey, which tested developers’ comprehension of their apps’ behaviors. Some questions were not applicable for developers who did not finish all
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Table 6. Percentage of correct answers to factual questions regarding apps’ behavior. For the fraction after the percentage,
the denominator indicates the number of people that answered this question, and the numerator indicates the number of
people who answered it correctly. The last row (‘Total’) calculates the percentage by directly accumulating the number of
total answers and total correct answers in each group.

Control
What is the granularity of the location data that you collected for getting the local 66.67% (6/9)
weather info?
What is the granularity of the location data that you collected for the analytics 75.00% (6/8)
purpose and were buffered on the phone?

Coconut
88.89% (8/9)
100.0% (6/6)

How frequently does the app access location data for getting weather information? 77.78% (7/9)
How frequently does the app store location data for analytics purposes?
75.00% (6/8)

75.00% (6/8)
100.0% (6/6)

Are users able to reset the unique identifier that you choose?
What is the scope of use of the unique identifier that you chose?

100.0% (7/7)
71.43% (5/7)

80.00% (4/5)
100.0% (5/5)

Did you store the location data in a way that is only accessible to your app?
Did you store the unique identifier in a way that is only accessible to your app?

50.00% (3/6)
83.33% (5/6)

83.33% (5/6)
80.00% (4/5)

Where will the location data be transmitted to in the current version of the app? 11.11% (1/9)
(Please list all places that you can think of)

88.89% (8/9)

Total

88.14% (52/59)

66.67% (46/69)

required tasks, so some of the total counts (the denominator in the fraction) was less than nine (size of each
group).
For the overall comparison between these two groups, we only calculated descriptive statistics because of
the missing values due to the uncompleted tasks. We accumulated the number of all valid answers and correct
answers to calculate a overall correct answer rate. The overall rate of correct answers for the experimental group
was 88.14%, higher than the control group (66.67%). The habit to ignore warnings and the insufficient trust in the
auto-generated content may explain some incorrect answers of developers using Coconut.
We expected developers who finished the weather feature to answer that the data was transmitted to the
server that hosts the weather API, and developers who integrated the banner ad to answer that the data was
transmitted to Google’s servers. However, most developers in the control group failed to identify these two facts,
especially the one for the ad library. The follow-up interviews showed that the auto-generated annotations for
this third-party library helped Coconut users learned about this data sharing practice. The interview results
also suggested that although developers from both groups would know that the location was sent to a weather
website if asked directly about it, it was harder to recall it from memory without the prompt of annotations.

7.4

Coconut Can Help Developers Write Better Privacy Policies

We collected 18 privacy policies written for the weather app, and there was one invalid answer from E2, which
just contains one vague phrase “highly recommended”. This may be because that person did not know what
privacy policy means. In the following result analysis, we discarded this outlier. We calculated an average of the
scores from the two judges as the final store for each privacy policy.
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The median of the aggregated final scores for the privacy policies of the experimental group and the control
group were 5.875 and 2.750 respectively, and the former was significantly higher (Mann-Whitney U Test7 , U=6.0,
p=0.002284). This suggests that using Coconut can help developers write better privacy policies.
Overall, the experimental group’s privacy policies covered more points in the two external judges’ criteria,
including “purpose specification”, “statement truthfulness”, “giving opt-out options”, “discussing security protections”, “openness of implicit data practices (such as data storing and data egress)”, and “readibility”. Several
aspects exhibited the most salient improvement, including “purpose specification”, “statement truthfulness”, and
“openness of implicit data practices”.

7.5

Coconut Is Perceived as Useful and Usable

(a) The results of how disruptive and timeconsuming developers perceived about the new requirement of adding annotations (Coconut), and
some existing requirements in Android Studio, including adding code to check whether corresponding permissions are granted before invoking personal data API (check permission) and adding trycatch blocks (try-catch) on a 7-point likert scale (1
for not disruptive/time-consuming at all, 7 for very
disruptive and time-consuming).

(b) Perceived usefulness of Coconut and key features, as well as how much developers are willing
to use Coconut, on a 7-point Likert scale (1=not
useful/willing to use at all, 7=very useful/wiling
to use). feature-A: generate pre-filled annotation
skeleton; feature-B: navigate between the API call
and annotation for the API call; feature-C: change
annotation to the speculated value (when an inconsistency is detected); feature-D: change code to
privacy-preserving options.

Fig. 6. Results of the plugin evaluation part of the survey: most developers found Coconut and features of Coconut very
useful, and considered the cost of adding annotations as moderate and comparable to existing requirements. The median
values of each group of results are marked in the box.

Since the requirement of adding annotations can incur more cost to the developers, we specifically asked them
to evaluate if they perceived annotations as disruptive and time-consuming. We also established a baseline by
asking them to rate other kinds of coding tasks, such as adding a permission check before using a protected API
and adding try-catch blocks to handle exceptions. The results (presented in Figure 6a) suggest that developers
perceived a moderate cost for adding annotations, which was comparable to the cost of these existing requirements.
Besides, they may gradually feel more comfortable with it after using it as part of their regular development
7 We

use Mann-Whitney U Test because the ratings do not follow a normal distribution.
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process for a while. When asked why they did not consider the annotation to be very disruptive, some participants
ascribed that to the quickfix that generates annotation skeletons and the flexibility to defer filling the annotation.
Our survey results also suggest that developers considered many features of Coconut to be very useful, and
had great interest in using it for their future projects (See Figure 6b). Participants explicitly mentioned how they
benefited from Coconut in the interviews, including thinking more about privacy and recognizing privacy issues
that they were previously unaware of because of the annotations (E1, E4, E5, E6, E7), gaining more knowledge
of their app’s behavior because of the auto-filled values in an annotation (E2, E3, E6, E7, E8), getting to know
more options and making better design decisions due to the real-time feedback (E5, E6, E9), and streamlining the
process of reviewing the personal data practices using the PrivacyChecker overview panel (E1, E4, E6, E9).

7.6

Challenges to Handling Personal Data Properly Observed While Programming.

Our lab study also provided us with an opportunity to observe how developers deal with privacy concerns while
programming. We present some new challenges and how Coconut helped address them.
7.6.1 Challenges for Privacy in the Information Foraging Process. Similar to prior work that studied the implications of information sources on code security [3], we also observed challenges for privacy involved in
the information foraging process. Developers used a wide range of information resources during the development process, including official tutorials, API documentation, Q&A sites such as Stack Overflow, tutorials
from other websites, and code examples on GitHub. Many of the official tutorials were designed to take privacy into consideration. For example, the code example in “Get the last known location”8 only requests the
‘ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION’ permission, so developers might not collect location data too fine-grained for their
purposes if they just followed the default option. Similarly, the “Best practices for unique identifier” tutorial9
gives an extensive overview of principles and recommendations for specific use cases to choose the proper unique
identifier that protects users’ privacy.
However, according to the observed developers’ behavior and the exit interview results, developers did not
make proper use of these resources to improve privacy, for four reasons.
First, some developers already had some experience with the APIs and a rough implementation plan. As such,
they either searched very specific keywords that did not elicit these resources in the search result, or directly
skipped them because they wanted to just see a code snippet that could refresh their memory of how to use a
certain API (C2, C4, E8).
Second, some developers found or had the expectation that there would be too much information in such
documentation, and instead favored Q&A sites that had more concrete examples to show “how this API works in
context, more than just API doc that explains what’s the functionality of each API in detail” (C7).
Third, some official tutorials did not cover all necessary steps, which caused trouble for novice developers.
Although 14 participants opened the “Get the last known location” tutorial which recommended developers to
use Google Play services location APIs, only 3 of them successfully implemented the required feature with these
APIs. Most developers got stuck when setting up the Google Play Services in their project because there were no
direct code examples in that tutorial to refer to. As a result, many developers sought other resources for help, and
finally switched to using ‘LocationManager’ APIs, which were easier to implement, but had fewer granularity
options, and required the developers to manage the low-level location provider specification manually.
Fourth, developers did not always not fully grasp the recommendations and the rationale behind them. E3
admitted that although he saw the principle “Avoid using hardware identifiers” in the “Best practices for unique
identifiers” guidelines, he did not pay much attention to it because he was lazy. Furthermore, we frequently
observed during the coding process (and confirmed in the interview) that developers tended to directly jump
8 https://developer.android.com/training/location/retrieve-current
9 https://developer.android.com/training/articles/user-data-ids
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to code examples or keywords related to code. For example, the same “Best practices for unique identifiers”
document directly caused C6 to search how to acquire Android ID when it actually opposed using Android ID
for his case, because he immediately noticed the keyword SSAID (Android ID) without paying attention to the
context where the keyword appeared. The results further motivated the need for a tool that could actively check
with the developer about their understanding of the behavior of the code and remind them of better options.
7.6.2 The Common Strategy of “Getting the App to Work First” May Get in the Way of Privacy. When interviewed
about the rationale behind the decision-making process, some developers referred to a common theme: “doing
things just for getting the app to work first” (C7, E2, E4). Additionally, we frequently saw study participants do
fast testing of APIs, which can act in conflict with privacy requirements.
The location collection task was the most complicated one for most developers because it involved a runtime permission request and because there were multiple APIs (e.g. location APIs from ‘LocationManager’,
‘FusedLocationProviderApi’, and ‘FusedLocationProviderClient’) and parameters to choose from. Furthermore, sometimes the sensor data may not be available or might update too slowly. When the app did not work
as expected, developers with little experience in these APIs tended to try out each solution they found online
or simply tweaked some parameters in the API call until it worked. Meanwhile, some decisions that may be
less privacy friendly (such as using fine-grained location) were made because the app happened to work after
changing the parameter that determined the granularity, although it was not the right solution (C7).
Our plugin can be helpful in mitigating this issue. For example, E8 in the experimental group also faced the
problem of not getting the location update fast enough. The right solution is to change the parameter that
controls the minimum update time interval. At first, she changed the parameter that controls the granularity of
the location data, and happened to get the app to work temporarily. However, after this change, the parameter
‘LocationDataType.FINE_GRAINED_LOCATION’ was highlighted in purple, which indicated a potential privacy
concern. Then she kept investigating this problem and finally found the correct solution. This example shows
that our annotations and real-time code inspection can help developers stay aware of any new privacy concerns
in their code. Even if they decide to not deal with the concerns immediately, the warning can work as a reminder
so they will not forget about it and handle it in the future.

8 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
8.1 The Value of Privacy Annotations
Our study results suggest that, although asking developers to do annotations for privacy involves some extra
burden, developers do not perceive them as very disruptive or time-consuming, while also appreciating the value
it provides. Here we discuss four reasons why these annotations improved privacy.
First, the process of completing the annotation may lead developers to think through the implications of their code
on privacy. Although the task switching between normal development work and filling annotations could incur
more cost in time and cognitive demands, many developers appreciated it because they think that they would be
more willing to make modifications for privacy at the early stage of app development. This also resonates with
P5’s example in the problem finding interviews, which demonstrated that considering a security/privacy issue
at late stages may cause extra cost that could have been avoided. Besides, the predefined fields of annotations
could remind them to think about a wide range of privacy concerns. For example, some developers (E5, E6, E7)
mentioned in the interview that the annotation helped them select the appropriate granularity of location based
on the purpose. Although they may not have heard about the “purpose limitation” principle, they could still
unconsciously apply that in their decision-making process by drawing connections between the purpose and the
location granularity specified in the annotation.
Second, the privacy annotation may help developers be more aware of how the app uses personal data. This is
not only because developers could reflect on their data practices when filling the fields of the annotation and
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correct misconceptions when seeing the real-time feedback highlighted on the annotation, but also because the
annotation was kept as part of the code and summarized in one place. Many of our participants considered the
overview panel to be potentially useful for large-scale project development and maintenance.
Third, developers may learn more options via the annotation and make better trade-off between privacy and
other factors such as usability. More privacy-preserving alternatives can be presented in the real-time feedback,
quickfixes, and the pre-defined values for some fields (such as the LocationDataType that provides several
different granularities of location data). As a result, developers will make more informed design decisions and
make a better trade-off between privacy and other factors.
Lastly, doing annotation may motivate self-taught developers to learn more about privacy. Many Android
developers did not receive formal privacy training, and the situation becomes worse when they do not use
tutorials that promote best privacy practices or get a wrong idea from it (discussed in Section 7.6.1). Annotation
can be helpful because developers may use the keywords from the tooltips or the auto-generated content to
search for related guidance. We observed developers searched the new keywords after attending to the annotation
and also revisited a material that was opened but not paid enough attention to before.
We want to note that the current design and implementation may be more useful to developers who worked in
small teams and have limited knowledge and bandwidth to deal with privacy requirements. The nudge to better
privacy practices may not be as effective for developers who were subject to the decisions of other people in a
large team, and we would like to probe into this problem in the corporate and collaborative context in the future.

8.2

Design Recommendations for Addressing Annotation Maintenance Issues

Because annotations do not directly affect functional code, it is possible for developers to specify annotations
that were not consistent with the actual behavior of the code. In our current implementation, we tried to tackle
this problem by inferring some field values using heuristics, continuously checking whether the value specified
in the annotation was consistent with the inferred value and providing real-time feedback to developers in the
IDE. Our study results suggest that this strategy is effective at assisting developers to maintain valid annotations.
However, we identified some other barriers to maintaining accurate annotations. The first was a lack of trust in
automatically filled values in the annotation. Besides letting users gradually develop trust over time, we can also
consider adopting some approaches studied in other intelligent systems, such as to provide explanations of how
the value was speculated, or even just to provide the origin of the speculation [19]. The second barrier was that
developers may understand certain terms differently. For example, developers expressed different interpretations
of the ‘WHILE_IN_USE’ option for the ‘visibility’ field. Some people considered that if an activity was paused
but not destroyed, it should still be in use, while other people thought an activity was only in use if the user
interface is active. Both stronger automatic analysis techniques that check and enforce a unified semantic and
advanced modeling of developers’ perception of terms that describe the app status could be helpful.

8.3

Generalizability of Using Annotations to Enhance Privacy in Other Programming Languages

In this paper, we explore and demonstrate the potential of using customized annotation to help developers
handle privacy specifically for Android apps written in Java. We also expect this idea to be applicable to other
languages, because annotation/attribute is also used in other mainstream programming languages. For example,
C# supports adding customizable attributes to various types of programming elements, which was similar to
Java’s annotations. As a result, privacy annotations can also be used in C# code by implementing support libraries.

8.4

Limitation of the Evaluation Methodology

Acquiring a large sample for lab studies that involve observing programming process has long been recognized
as difficult. First, it is often hard to recruit software developers who usually have a much higher income than
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the study compensation [4]. Second, the length of such studies can be several hours due to the programming
task, which can be hard to scale up. In our study, we recruited 18 developers for a between-subject study, which
was similar to many prior studies with similar designs [10, 29]. However, the small sample size may still have
implications on the confidence to draw conclusions from the study results. Besides, although we have recruited
developers with diverse development backgrounds from multiple sources, half of our participants were still college
student developers, which may not be representative enough of the entire population of Android developers.
Although we have tried to design tasks that contain realistic use scenarios and explicitly asked both groups to
treat it as an app with real users, the lab study method still has its inherent limitations. Because of the constraint
on the time to finish the tasks, some of them may start building the app with less careful plans and exhibit more
fast prototyping behaviors than usual. Besides, developers in both groups may pay more attention to privacy
than usual, because they were primed by the notion of privacy before working on the main task. Regarding the
use of Coconut, developers who used this plugin for the study may react more actively and positively towards
the plugin’s suggestions and warnings. On the other hand, their performance may also be negatively impacted
by the unfamiliarity and lack of trust of the tool because of the short-term exposure in the lab session.
Some potential benefits of Coconut need to be examined with a larger and less controlled study. For example,
when developers work on a large-scale project, they may find the annotations and the summary panel more
useful for maintaining a correct understanding of the apps’ behavior; when they are not subject to the study task
requirements, the process of doing annotations and the feedback conveyed through the annotations may trigger
more radical changes in the design of the app to improve privacy.

8.5

Future Work

In the future, we would like to explore using annotations to improve privacy in two directions. The first is to
enhance the current tool. For example, we have considered integrating taint analysis or other more sophisticated
static analysis techniques to further reduce the burden on developers. The second is to use annotations to benefit
end users and auditors. Specifically, we would like to help developers create privacy policies with annotations
and design a better privacy notice interface that can be automatically generated based on these annotations.

9

CONCLUSION

We presented the design, implementation, and evaluation results of Coconut, an Android Studio plugin for building
privacy-preserving apps. Study results indicate that our tool can help developers write privacy-preserving code,
gain further knowledge of the apps’ behavior, and write better privacy notices. We demonstrated the potential of
using Java Annotation to improve privacy, which helps developers think about privacy from a broad range of
perspectives while programming, organize and maintain information about how personal data is used, make
better trade-offs between privacy and other factors such as usability, and provide developers with a starting point
to learn more about privacy. Our work also entails some new findings regarding what challenges developers are
facing via semi-structured interviews and in-situ observation of the programming process.

A APPENDIX: INTERVIEW SCRIPT
A.1 Android Development and Privacy Training Background
• Since we are going to talk about the apps that you have developed, do you mind if you first briefly introduce
your background in Android development?
– When did you start to learn Android development?
– When did you start to learn Android development?
– What Android apps have you developed before?
– What Android version have you worked on?
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What’s your understanding of protecting users’ privacy?
Did you know FTC guidelines on how to make privacy-preserving app?
Have you received training for privacy?
Did you have any questions in privacy? Who did you consult when you have questions in privacy?
Does your app have a privacy policy?

General Questions About the Three Latest Apps
• What were these apps built for?
• Was it developed by a team or just yourself?
• If it’s by a team then:
– how did you divide your work and collaborate? What’s your responsibilities?
– Is there anyone working on determining what feature in your app and personal data is needed to
implement them?
– Do you design what the feature the app should have and what personal data you might need to collect
prior to the development process?
• If it’s developed independently then:
– Do you design what the feature the app should have and what personal data you might need to collect
prior to the development process?

A.3

Personal Data Use in the Three Latest Apps
• For PII data needs to be actively provided by the user (A list of different types of PII data is provided):
– Did any of these apps use this data?
– What’s the purpose for that?
– Did you send them out of the phone?
– Did you store them?
– Do you think your users are clear about what PII are used and how they are used?
• For Unique identifiers (A list of different unique identifiers is provided):
– Which of the following unique identifiers do you know?
– Do you know the “Best practices for unique identifier”?
– Did any of these apps use the following information?
– Do you know how to reset it?
– Do you know it will be shared by what apps? What’s the purpose for that? How did you choose the
unique identifier?
– Did you send them out of the phone?
– Did you store them?
– Do you think your users are clear about what UID are used and how they are used?
• For Personal data protected by permission (A list of data of this kind is provided)
– Did any of these apps use the following information?
– What’s the purpose for that?
– Did you send them out of the phone?
– Did you store them?
– How frequently did you access this information?
– In foreground or background?
– What are the Android versions that these apps are targeting at?
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∗ If M(Marshmallow, 6): When do you request for the permission during runtime? Do you tell the user
about the purpose of the permission and how to use the data
∗ If not: Do you know the new permission system in M? What do you think of the runtime request for
permission approval? What if comparing it with show a list of required permissions before install the
app?
– Do you think your users are clear about what data are used and how they are used?
– Did you convey the data collection practices to your user?
– Have you met any technical issues when you implemented the features that required personal data?
• Did you use any advertising or analytics third party library such as admob, flurry etc.?
– If yes, what libraries did you use? Why did you pick them? Do you know what are the data collection
practices of the libraries that you used? How did you know that? Did you find a way to convey this data
collection practices and the choices they have to your users? What if that will make you earn less money?
– If no, why? Have you considered monetizing your app?
– Has any user contacted you for their concerns with their privacy?

B APPENDIX: LAB STUDY SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
B.1 Section 1: Writing a Privacy Policy for the App
• How would you describe the personal data practices of your weather app to your users? Imagine this is a
paragraph in the privacy policy of your weather app.

B.2

Section 2: Factual Questions About the App Behavior
• What is the granularity of the location data that you collected for getting the local weather info? (Select all
that apply)
– Fine-grained (10 meter accuracy under the best situations).
– Coarse-grained (>100 meter accuracy).
– Block-level (100 meter accuracy).
– City-level (10km accuracy).
– I’m not sure.
• What is the granularity of the location data that you collected for the analytics purpose and were buffered
on the phone? (Select all that apply)
– Fine-grained (10 meter accuracy under the best situations).
– Coarse-grained (>100 meter accuracy).
– Block-level (100 meter accuracy).
– City-level (10km accuracy).
– I’m not sure.
• How frequently does the app access location data for getting weather information?
• How frequently does the app access location data for analytics purposes?
• Are users able to reset the unique identifier that you choose?
– Yes, they can reset it.
– No, they can’t reset it.
– I’m not sure.
• What is the scope of use of the unique identifier that you chose?
– It’s shared by all other apps on the same device.
– Only my app use this identifier to identify the user.
– I’m not sure.
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• Did you store the location data in a way that is only accessible to your app?
– Yes.
– No.
– I’m not sure.
• Did you store the unique identifier in a way that is only accessible to your app?
– Yes.
– No.
– I’m not sure.
• Where will the location data be transmitted to in the current version of the app? (Please list all places that
you can think of)

B.3

Section 3: Feedback on Coconut

(Only for the experimental group; Screenshot examples are omitted; All questions required a subjective rating on
a 1 to 7 likert scale, in which 1 means strongly disagree and 7 means strongly agree)
• I felt that having to use annotations was disruptive.
• I felt that adding annotations was time-consuming.
• I felt that this error (checking permission) message was disruptive. Skip this question if you don’t know
what it means.
• I felt that this error (checking permission) message was time-consuming. Skip this question if you don’t
know what it means.
• I felt that this error (adding try-catch block) message was disruptive. Skip this question if you don’t know
what it means.
• I felt that this error (adding try-catch block) message was time-consuming. Skip this question if you don’t
know what it means.
• I found the “Add LocationAnnotation annotation” type of quickfixes useful. Skip this question if you don’t
know what this quickfix is.
• I found the “Navigate to the annotation” type of quickfixes useful. Skip this question if you don’t know
what this quickfix is.
• I found the “Use the speculated value for this field” quickfix useful. Skip this question if you don’t know
what this quickfix is.
• I found the "Use Google Instance ID instead" type of quickfixes useful. Skip this question if you don’t know
what this quickfix is.
• I found this IDE plugin useful.
• Please describe in one sentence what you think the purple highlight indicates and what you would do if
you see that during programming. Skip this question if you never saw this before.
• Please describe in one sentence what you think the red highlight indicates and what you would do if you
see that during programming. Skip this question if you never saw this before.
• Please describe in one sentence what you think the red squiggly underline indicates and what you would
do if you see that during programming.
• I would like to use this IDE plugin in the future for my own projects.
• Do you have suggestions for other features for this plugin to help developers with privacy when developing
apps?
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Fig. 7. An example of the weather app in the main task.

C APPENDIX: LAB STUDY PROGRAMMING TASK (FIG. 7)
D APPENDIX: IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS (TABLE 7 AND 8)
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Table 7. Annotations included in the current proof-of-concept prototype for the lab study: LocationDataType (location
representation type such as latitude-longitude, altitude, speed, etc.), Visibility (data accessed when app is in foreground
or background), UIDType, UIDScope, UIDResettability, AccessControlOption are pre-defined enum classes defined in the
privacy annotation library.

Annotation Type
Location

UniqueIdentifier

UndefinedPersonalDataType

NotPersonalData
Network

Annotation Definition
Source Annotation
•
•
•
•
•

LocationDataType dataType
Visibility visibility
LocationPurpose purpose
String purposeDescription
String frequency

•
•
•
•
•

UIDType uidType
UIDScope scope
UIDResettability resettability
UIDPurpose purpose
String purposeDescription

•
•
•
•

String dataType
Visibility visibility
String purposeDescription
String frequency

N/A
Sink Annotation
•
•
•
•

Storage

String retentionTime
String destination
String purposeDescription
boolean encryptedInTransmission

• String retentionTime
• String purposeDescription
• AccessControlOption accessControl

AdmobAnnotation

Third-party Lib Annotation
isLocationDataEnabledInAppSettings
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Table 8. APIs being tracked, and the corresponding annotation(s) required for the API in the current proof-of-concept
prototype for the lab study. Several package names are not presented in the complete form due to space limit. The complete forms are: android.location.LocationManager, com.google.android.gms.location.FusedLocationProviderClient,
com.google.android.gms.location.FusedLocationProviderApi,
android.telephony.TelephonyManager,
android.bluetooth.BluetoothAdapter.

package containing the API API name
Data Source API
LocationManager
getLastKnownLocation, requestLocationUpdates, requestSingleUpdate
FusedLocationProviderClient getLastLocation, requestLocationUpdates
FusedLocationProviderApi getLastLocation, requestLocationUpdates
android.provider.Settings
Secure.getString (only track when corresponding parameter has the value "android_id")
java.util.UUID
randomUUID
TelephonyManager
getDeviceId
TelephonyManager
getImei
TelephonyManager
getMeid
TelephonyManager
getLine1Number
android.net.wifi.WifiInfo
getMacAddress
BluetoothAdapter
getAddress
com.google.android.gms.iid InstanceID.getId (Google Instance ID)
com.google.android.gms.ads identifier.AdvertisingIdClient.Info.getId (Google Advertising ID)
Data Sink API
SharedPreferences.Editor
putBoolean, putFloat, putInt, putLong, putString, putStringSet
java.io
com.android.volley

OutputStream.write, Writer.write, Writer.append...
RequestQueue.add

Third-party Lib API
com.google.android.gms.ads AdView.loadAd

Required annotation(s)
Location annotation

UniqueIdentifier annotation

Storage annotation, corresponding source annotation(s) or NotPersonalData
annotation
Network annotation, corresponding source annotation(s) or NotPersonalData
annotation
Admob annotation corresponding source and annotation(s) for data collected by
the third party at this point.
Annotations for this API are
automatically generated.
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